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Tuition increase
to bring benefits
by Elmer Abbo
News Editor
The John Carroll University
Board of Trustees has recently
approved over a 13 percent increase in total costs for tuition and
room and board for the 1990-91
acade mic year. The increase
brings the total cost for undergraduate tuition and room and
board to $13.212.
Prices for undergraduate tuition are going up over 14 percent
from$232percredithourto$266.
Graduate tuition for the College
of Arts and Sciences will be $277
per credit hour, up from $251,
while that of the School of Business is to be raised to $355 per
credit hour from $310.
According to Edward F.
Schaefer, vice president for busi-

lvadoran soldiers charged in ;Jesuit slaying
by Anton Zulker
Stoff Reporter
Nine Salvadoran soldiers were
charged Jan. 19 with the murder
of the six Jesuit priests which
occurred last November.
Among those charged was chief
oftheMilitaryCollege,Col.Guillermo Benavides, who allegedly
ordered the priests be slain. He
became the highest ranking offi-

cerinElSalvadortobearrestedon
human rights related charges.
The murder charge carries a
maximum sentence of 30 years.
El Salvador is frequently accused of human rights violations.
Itisalsoacountrymilitarilyfunded
by the United States Government,
afactthatOevelandareachurches
protesL
"The Bush administration is
hypocritical. They talk about

human rights, and here is a govemment whose record on human
rights is very poor," said JCU
President Michael J. Lavelle, S.J.
Joining in a nation-wide protest led by the National Council of
Churches, John Carroll University has tied purple ribbons on the
entrance doors of its SL Francis
Chapel. This action decries the
U.S. aid to a war torn country, in
which 70,000 people have been

killed in the last ten years there,
casualties of civil war.
The purple ribbons, while representing sadness,are being shown
in hopes that peace and justice
will prevail in El Salvador.
With the collected effort by
Catholic churches in the United
States, the ribbons state to the
Americangovemmentthatsenseless killing need not be funded by
American dollars.

Lavelle undergoes treatment for irregular heart beat
by&nerAbbo
News Editor
The health of John Carroll
President Michael J. Lavelle, S .J.,
bas improved since his visit to
Suburban Hospital in December.
Doctors have diagnosed him as
suffering from arrhythmia, a condition of an irregular heart beat
Arrhythmia is a general tenn
forawkle
ofthe

irregular heart beat. according to
Dr. VictorVertes,formerChiefof
Medicine at Mt Sinai Hospital.
Harmless arrhythmia may be
caused by anxiety, drinking coffee, or smoking.
More acute problems may be
caused by coronary heart disease,
hardening of the arteries, or rheumatic heart disease.
Lavelle is now being treated
with medication for the nrnhl<>lm

at the Cleveland Clinic and is
optimistic about the situation.
"It seems like they [the doctors] are starting to succeed [in
using the medication]. I'm feeling fine. It's just that if I get an
attack, I could pass out," said
Lavelle.
If left unmedicared, arrhythmia may cause a lack of blood to
the heart, which can lead to a heart
attack, and if
death.

Student Union presents
Spring Break '90 vacation packages, p. '7

Lavelle said that he was suffering from dizziness and, therefore,
sought medical attention.
He noted that he was moved by
the concern students, faculty, and
othermembersoftheJohn Carroll
community demonstraled. Many
students signed get-well wishes
on a poster while he was in lhe
hospital.
''I'm very touched that people
are concerned," he said.

Cruise explodes in
'Born on the Fourth
of July,t p. 9

ness, the additional funds from
the tuition hilce will go to salaries,
fringe benefits, scholarships, and
improvements.
ln general, there is a 6.5 percent increase in salaries plus some
marlcetadjustments. President Michael J. Lavelle, S.J., expressed
theneedformaintainingcompetitive wages for the faculty.
"You have some people who
have been worlcing here a long
time, and they're not mak.ing
$40,000. We have to work to
make the salary scale one that's
reasonable," he said.
Student payroll! will also go
up, accounting for an additional
$100,000 in new expenditures.
Costs for benefits have increased sharply. This increase is
due to a 58 percent rise in Blue
Cross medical insurance costs this
past Decem ber , explained
Schaefer. 1bere was an unexpected amount of usage COS1S this
year accompanied with an a national trend of higher rates for
medical insurance. Schaefer said
that the effect on the budget was
an unanticipated $600,000.
''That [medical insurance] is
the one largest inflationary factor
we met this year. You pay them
for trying to absorb risk. It's gonna
cost you more to shift the risk
from you to us. It•s based on their
own economics," said Lavelle.
Monies for scholarships and
grants constitute a third major
reason for the tuition hilce. According to Lavelle. John Carroll
has increased scholarship and
grantmoney25to30percentevery
year for the past five years.
"Government packages have
remained relatively the same,"said
Schaefer. Thus, the difference
must be made increasingly with
University money, he said.
The last category includes
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Student packing not limited to phone booths
"With a student/teacher ratio terest at Carroll that seems to defy
of 14 to 1, you will be challenged the 14-1 ratio is Business. Last
to take an active part in your own semester, one section of statistics
education," is a John Carroll asset was composed of over sixty stucited in thebeginningpagesofthe dents. Known as one of the most
current Admissions Application arduous courses offerred at CarBulletin.
roll, statistics merits a class size
This is alluring to the astute more conducive to overcoming
college-bound senior concerned the difficulties it presents.
with the educational benefits of
Although sections of business
smaUerclass sizes. However, the courses have always filled up
conscientious student who partly rapid! y, the same has not held true
bases his decision to attend Car- for liberal arts courses like Engroll on this belief may have tore- lish until recent years.
evaluate his choice after observUnfonunately, the growing
ing most Carroll classes contain interest in English at Carroll has
at least twice the number of stu- been detrimental to the atmosphere
dents per teacher than the ratio for discussion that upper-level
expressed in the Bulletin.
English courses require. Dr. David
This mishap is particularly LaGuardia. Chairman of the Engwidespread in the English depart- 1ish Department. is encouraged by
ment This semester, in 24 out of the shift toward liberal arts mathe 30 courses on the 200 level jors, but realizes the problems
and above, classes consist of at related to increasing class sizes.
least thirty students.
"For me, the ideal class size is
Another area of academic in- 25-28, but this semester I have a
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section consisting of over 30 students. It should be interesting to
see how thisclassrelationshipwill
gel," said LaGuardia.
Students could experience the
smaller class sizes and closer student-teacher interaction they deserve if two solutions were implemented: more instructors hired
and more sections for popular
courses created.
Since the Philosophy department is hiring two new instructors
and the Communications department created an extra Journalism
section this semester. these possible solutionsare feasible for other
departments as well.
Although expansion benefits

the University in many ways, class
size is one thing that should not

expand; quality before quantity
must be considered.

Happy memories shared with tears
John Carroll has lost a number
of its family over the past year.
Recentlythereweredeaths oftwo
faculty members. The recollections of fellow faculty and students speak for themselves.
Most recently Dr. John A.
Carrabine, a chemistry professor,
died of a hean attack Jan. 11 at a
chemistry department meeting.
Carrabine received his bachelor's and master's degrees from
JCU in 1951 and 1953.
RobenNook, an associate professor of Chemistry at JCU, had
known Carrabine since the late
1940s when Carrabine was an
undergraduate student.
"He was outstanding, willing
to help, and conscientious as a
student as well as a college professor," said Nook.
In 1977 Carrabine became a
full professor, and was the chairperson of the chemistry department from 1981 until1989, when
Dr. Nick Baumgartner assumed
the position.
"He loved the students and
loved to help them. He was almost
a father of the department," said
Baumgarmer.
Larissa Nassif remembers one
Lest the class did poorly on.
"He spent half an hour going
over the situation and took it upon
himself to make sure the students
studied better," she said.
Mrs. Elaine DiCillo and Ms.
Faith Revello worked with Carrabine for several years, DiCillo

as his secretary and Revello as the
stockroom manager. Revello
remembers him as, " ...gentle,
strong, and a big tease." The two
enjoyed his sense of humor, in
spite of his love for practical jokes
which they experienced firsthand.
Carrabine served JCU as the
faculty representative to the Ohio
Athletic Conference.
By no means did Carrabine
restrict himself or his talents to
chemistry. He played the piano
and sang solos for the choir at his
church,St.Paschal Baylon parish,
wherehewasalsotheeditorofthe
Paschal Life Magazine. He was
more than the soft spoken man
explaining thermodynamics; Carrabinelived with strength and love,
a man who will be missed by all.
Fr. Edmund Miller, S.J. suffered a hean attack on December
6. He had been with JCU since
1986 as both the Rector of the
Jesuit Community and as an associate professor teaching ancient
Greek history with the classical
and modem languages department
Members of the Jesuit Community remember him as an extraordinarily kind, concerned, and
generous person.
Miller made frequent visits to
hospitalized community members
out of his desire to keep the Jesuit
community happy and unified.
"Miller always had concern and
compassion for the students. He
was always willing to go the extra

mile to help students," said Dr.
Donald Poduslc.a, the chairman of
the classical and modem languages
department
Miller prepared endless outlines, notes, and maps to supplement his lectures.
Tim Forrestal, a senior who
took Miller's ancient Greek history course had spent nearly an
hour talking with him shortly
before his death.
"He was selfless, giving the
time to sit and talk and be concerned with what you wanted to
do. Everyone loved him," said
Forrestal.
"Fr. Millerwastheonlyteacher
I had last semester who addressed
us in class about the srudent deaths
on campus. He did it in a gentle,
understanding way," saidonesrudent.
Fr. William Nichols, S.I., a
former classmate and colleague,
recalls that, as a high school student. Miller was conscientious,
always reaching for honors. As
therectorofthe Jesuit community
he carried the same perfection.
"Every detail was letter-perfect," said Nichols. Guests and
residents of Rodman Hall appreciated his thoughtfulness and
hospitality.
Although both men are gone
they will remain in the hearts of
the many students, faculty, and
administration who knew them.
Their legacy of knowledge and
love will grow on.

The times, they are a changin '...
The times, they are a changin'.
So is the Carroll News.
Cheryl Brady succeeds Chris
Wenzler as editor in chief. Colleen DeJong moves up to the
position of managing editor.
According to our governing
statement, "The CN should provide a full opportunity for stu-

dents to inquire, question and
exchange ideas. Content of the
CN should reflect all areas of srudent interest, including topics
about which there may be dissent
or controversy."
We welcome input from you,
the readers, at any time. Let us
know, in the form of letters to the

editor, your opinion of what's
happening on campus, in the
world, or in the CN.
We welcome student involvement. If you want to be a part of
the CN- a staff reponer, photographer, cartoonist, ad representative, or editor-stop in the CN
office for information.
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U.S. military forces in Europe outdated
by Shannon Place
Forum Writer

The Cold War is over, America-and
we won.
Not only has the new decade brought a
victory for democracy, but it looks like it is
bringing a stronger desire for peace. With
a victory like that, there are no losers.
Traditionally, when a war is over,
America welcomes her boys home with
ticker-tape parades and flfeworks. Unfortunately, however, the end of the cold war
isn't bringing our boys home.
Metaphorically,the"boys"arethestrong
military presence the United States has
maintained in Europe for the last several
decades since the cold war began.
And, despite the fact that the reasons for
our presence there have diminished, U.S.
policy still supports continued military
existence in .Europe.
To continue the policy of maintaining
military forces in Europe is both illogical
and potentially fatal to our own existence.
It is illogical because the old reasons for
the military presence overseas are irrelevant today.
First. the myth that U.S. military serves
as a protector from aggressive communist
protagonists is false. One communist
govemmentafter another have fallen like
dominoes to democracy. Presently, the
Soviet Union is facing such severe eco-

nomic failure and discontent that world
domination is far from its agenda.
Secondly, the myth that our military
serves as a protector of economic interests
is also false.
As it is, the military is draining our own

·rhe clear and Rresent
danger Is no longer
communism. Today,
we face threats lor
more dangerous than
communism and much,
much closer to
home--environmental
deterioration 'a nd
economic depression.·
-'Fr.,

~

economy.
We spend 6.4 percent of our gross national product on defense.
Germany, on the other hand, only spends
3.1 percent of its gross national product.
They can afford to-the U.S. foots the bill
for the rest of their military needs.
It used to be thought that by protecting
our allies from Soviet dominance, we were
generating a favorable climate for U.S.
economic interests. This idea became outdated as soon as the Soviet Union began

improving relations with other industrialized democracies in Europe and Japan.
This has left us sitting on our impressive but
expensive European military bases while
the Soviet Union turns to others w1th proposals for mulUal economic growth.
What it boils down to is the fact that our
helpless European allies do not need our
protection any more.
The clear and present danger is no longer
communism. Today, we face threats far
more dangerous than communism and
much, much closer to home-environmental deterioration and economic depression.
For decades now, we have poured money
into defense. Supponers of arms build-up
argue that escalated military power did its
job. It stopped the advance ofcommunism,
avoided nuclear war and, for the most pan,
kept peace in Europe.
But, if arms build-up really was responsible for these feats, it was not with out a
price, a very dear price. Three million
people are sleeping in America's streets
tonight. But communism was stopped.
Unemployment and underemployment
keep thousands of Americans living in
poverty. But our allies were safe. Our
children are illiterate. But our economic
interests abroad were protected. Rivers,
valleys, streams and air are rank with our
thoughtless waste. Butourmilitary isstrong.
It is time to face these problems with as

much vigor and passion that America once
faced the threat of communism. Arms
control efforts have come a long way in the
last four years.
The question that needs to be asked now
is whether Presidents Bush and Gorbechev
should continue the arms control talks m
the same vein as has been taken over the
recent years.
Instead, maybe its time to start tallcing
about flxing our economies, housing our
homeless, employmg our unemployed and
underemployed, upgrading our education
systems, reducing pollution and stopping
waste.
These are our new clear and present
dangers.
One of the great qualities of democracy
is that the people guide the policies. In
America, public opinion cames a great deal
of weight. It influences our representatives.
On Sunday's episode of Meet the Press,
a recent poU was refered to which indicated
that well over 70 peccent of Americans
think we need to spend more money on enviromental protection, health care, the
homeless and education.
Do we want it bad enough to let Congress know that this is our new priority and
that we do not want defense spending to
continue to eat our tax dollars? Answerour future depends on our wanting it bad
enough.

Required vo unteerism wou d bene it JCU
by Scott Till

Manyofushavebecomenumb
to the struggles of countries tom
by war and hatred like Central and
South America, Lebanon, and
South Africa.
All of these are examples of the
atrocities that afflict the world we
live in today and many of us
sympathize with the problems of
hunger in Africa and the violations of human rights in Central
and South America.
What we seem to Jose sight of
on a smaller, more local scale, is
the plight of the poor, hungry and
homeless right here in Cleveland.
As a university community,
what do we do to help?
It would not be practical for
anyofustojointherebels(orU.S.
backed death squads-whatever
your political denomination supports) in E Salvador.
But, put yourself in this situation: remembering the big storm
that pummeled the city on the last
day of finals, imagine what it
would be like if you had nowhere
togo.
Imagine that you had a family,
and you had to go from one garbage dumpster to another to get
your next meal. These are the
everyday experiences of a multitude of people in the Cleveland
area. We are sheltered here in our

dren's programs around then of places if you want to help. If
community. Theyevenhavepost- you would like to help with a
fhf!Y;John,,Carroll UniversitY:
graduate programs that volunteer hunger center you can volunteer
community, have the potenhal and
in foreign countries like Africa at the Epiphany Hunger Center or
and
Peru.
volunteer for the Meals on Wheels
most cerlairily tlfe Jnnuence to make a ,
Anotherinstitution thatimple- program that delivers to elderly
drastic change comm(Jnity service
ments service programs is St. shut-ins.
If you like helping with chilIgnatius High School in Clevearound the 'C ievelarid area."
land, which has a service program dren, you can tutor at the Mary B.
integrated into its curriculum.
Martin School for grades 4-6, or
own little irrelevant utopia, ac- ice placement program might be
as
this
would
you
can help tutor at East Tech
A
program
such
able to organize benefits with
knowledging these facts.
great
leap
forward
for
Carroll
High
School.
be
a
An easy excuse is to say that no larger corporations, especially
its
students
invaluable
Therearealsootheropportuniin
giving
one else is doing anything but it's since the University is well known
experiences and benefiting the ties to help with elderly care,
a false excuse. There are some among businesses in the Clevehospitals, women'sshelters, or at
community as well.
peopleoncampusthatdevotealot land area. Mostimportantlyitcan
we
wait
for
this
great
the Free Clinic.
While
of time and effort to help those help students find places to volunleap
forward,
don't
forget
we
can
Carroll is obviously growing
less fortunate than themselves teer at which interest them.
to
help.
Fr.
Richie
and
with the help of many of us
still
volunteer
Thereare other universities and
right here in Cleveland.
is
open
to
any
suggestions
you
heremaybethewholecommunity
Believe it or not. there are a Jot institutions that have successful
might have, and he also has a list can grow.
of people who are interested in service programs that help the
to the fresh alternative! lfs the
helping. Rev. Richie Salmi from surrounding community. One
Campus Ministry said the only example is Georgetown Univertaste taking Cleveland by storml
problem is that "something gets sity. Georgetown helps coordiyour taste buds with our wide
lost between interest and execu- nate and organize literacy programs,
hunger
programs,
and
chilassortment of sandwiches and salads.
tion."
We, the John Carroll Univeranytime! for lunch. dinner. after
sity community, have the potenTbe "ONE AND ONLT'
dinner.
late night. etc.
tial and, most certainly, the influence, to make a drastic change in
community service around the
For the best in:
Cleveland area. What Carroll
Ha1reultlfl9.
Hav Design. Perms.
could consider, to harvest all of
and HtghlJghling
the interest. is implementing a
(for Men and Women)
service placement program mod. . . . . . . . 1.8&....
~
eled after the Job Placement ProWalk-in or call
gram.
With a full-time staff the serv581-6200 . . .

,; ·we,

in

~a
......._ ..,c..•

..

uneln
urn On
Drop In
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Government should give land to the Sioux
by Anton Zuiker
Asst. Forum Editor

In 1874, Lt Col. George A. Custer,
while leading a secret expedition in the
Black HiUs of South Dakota, discovered
gold.
Three years later, 7.3 million acres of
land in those hills changed hands. Not by
sale, but by outright robbery. The victimSiotu Indians. The guilty - the United
States government
Now, more than 100 years later, Sen.
BiU Bradley of New Jersey is the sponsor of
a biU to return more than 1.3 miUion acres
of that stolen property to the Sioux Nation.
"If ever enacted, the legislation would
be a dramatic reversal of the government's

sordid history ofdealings with the now-impoverished Siotu tribes," says Paul Little
in In These Times.
It is about time that the federal government honors those treaties that were so
casually made. It is about time that the big
bully give back the marbles he stole from
the the littJe guy on the block.
TheSiotu Nation Bill proposes to return
all federal land holdings in the area once belonging to the Siotu. The Siotu Nation
Parle would be created, owned and operated
by the Siotu, with the restriction that the
land not be sold.
Many object to this appeasement of
Indian land demands, however. The hunters, fishennen, and recreationists do not
want to see their activities subjected to the

possible new laws and regulations that the
Siotu Nation would be able to enact The
tourist industry of the area also objects,
claiming Indian sovereignty would ward
off potential tourists to nearby Mount
Rushmore.
Itisavalidobjection. Will replacing the
Americans growing rich from booming area
industry with an impoverished Indian people
denied the resources for wealth for so long
create an ethical problem? Many argue that
this conflict of interests would only solve
one problem by creating another.
The land proposed for return is owned
by the federal government The debt to the
Siotu Nation for stolen property is owned
by the fedetal government.
Give the land bade!
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Letters to the Editor
Bookstore

blues
Returning to school has always
as a wonderful
beginning. Itisanewopportunity
to start again in all aspects of college life including academically
and socially.
However, the one major problem with returning for a new
semester is the financial bust at
the college bookstore.
One of the major aspects which
causes this financial bust begins
as the student receives the syllabus for his class.
As the student glances to the
text required, it is drawn to his
attention that there are eight textbooks-five of which are hardback.
After visiting the otherclasses,
the student bravely marches to the
crowded store filled with desperate students clutching the saving
check book and visa card.
As the students work through
the maze of unmarked books, they
stop at a computer sheet to see
how costly this adventure will be.
Numbers flash across their
eyes: $27.50, $9.95, $ 16.50,
$31.50... As if it's better not to
know, the student does not add the
countless numbers, and march
with courage to the registers.
As the prices register and then
finally the total appears, the studentwaitsquietlytoseehowmuch
oftheircapital wiU beleftforCafe
Rock, The Colony, Spring Break,
and late night snacks.
Thetotalappcarsonly$215.51
for three classes. Silence hits the
students for they know there is
nothing they can do except pay the
bill with the hope that the next day
will be less of a financial bust.
I think this true bookstore terror story adequately describes of
Carroll students' feelings of a
powerless victim subject to capibeen interpreted
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The concerns raised about Sioux cooperation in the event the land is returned need
compromise. Once before this land was
whimsically taken. Now careful thought,
discussion, and compromise are needed by
the Sioux Nation, the federal government,
and area inhabitants.
The debt to the Sioux must be paid, but
not by creating another situation of abuse
and discrimination.
With a successful arrangement of returning land to the Indians, maybe the United
States can begin to redeem itself of the
gross abuses of its past.
With a conscience honoring ofpast treaties the United States can grant the Indians
a rerum to the proud heritage of being
Native American.

talism at its best as well as the
might ofa professor to ensure that
every possible written text is used.
Can anything be done in future
semesters to prevent numerous
other statistical victims?
Robin Hanna
Class of'91

Keep your Mure alive
You have plans for your lifegoals to reach-a brilliant future...
So did Linda Lancaster, a doctoralcandidateatthe University of
Maine. On February 18, 1989, the
drunken driver of a pickup truck
struck her down as she and a classmate walked along a sidewalk in
the campus community. Linda
died three hours later.
All her goals and plans for the
future were wiped out in one senseless moment ofdrunken violencea violence our legislatures have
yet to recognize as murder-and our
courts of law waiver over justice
for the victim.
You have plans for your lifebut, take a moment as you walk
across campus to ponder on your
chances of becoming the random
victim of a drunken driver.
We all carry the same risk, as
did Linda. But with your help we
can-and must-keep our streets and
sidewalks safe.
Take a stand. Refuse to ride
with an intoxicated driver. Volunteer to drive a friend who has partied too much.
Write your congressman to initiate deterrent legislation against
killer drivers: no timeofffor good
behavior-nosuspcnding half a sentence-no plea bargaining.
Do something positive, if not
for yourself or for a friend. then for
someone who loves you.
Keep your future alive!
Russell and Eleanor Nicholson
Parents of Linda Lancaster
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Broken pipe floods East Hall over break
By Marcellus Nealy
Stoff Reporter

The second and third floors of
East hall flooded Christmas Eve
as a result of a broken pipe in the
fire-line sprinkler system. The
accident left three inches ofstanding water.
One-hundred and twenty

pounds per second of water pressure triggered an electrical warning system, alerting campus security. The University immediately
brought in crews to clean up the
debris, using buckets, vaccuum
cleaners and fans to dry up the
water.
The cause of the damaged pipe
is unknown. John Rcaly, director

Thition increase to bring benefits
Continued from page 1
general improvements to the University. The largest of these increases is an added $100,000 to
the library budget to maintain its
collection of books, periodicals,
and references as well further computerization of the library.
In addition, costs for room and
board are set at $4700 for next
year, up from $4230, which constirutes over an 11 percent increase. Schaefer explained that
this increase is to help cover a new
debt service.
The University will pay
$600,000 for interest on loans for
Millor Hall, East Hall, and the
new dorm presently under construction as well as the new cafeteria addition, said Schaefer.
Based on tuition and room and
board costs, John Carroll pres-

ently ranks 26th out of the 28
Jesuit colleges and universities in
the nation, while it ranks 20th out
of 24 private schools in Ohio.
"Times when we annouce UJition increases are not happy times.
They're not happy for you.
They're not happy for us," said
Lavelle.
Though Lavelle stressed the
need to maintain a high level of
education and facilities.
"Students look first at the
school's reputation. AJso, in order to attract students today you
must have a Recplex," he explained.
"If I were a sUJdent I would be
unhappy, too. We want to make
sure the students can get the best
packages in aid so that they don't
have to bear an undue burden,"
Lavelle said .

of the physical plant, speculated
that a structural defect in the pipe
caused it to rupture.
The University has contacted
several metallugists to examine
the pipe to determine whether installation by the contracter or a
manufacturer's defect caused the
pipe to rust
East hall students received a
letter mforming them of the water
problem and about compensation
for damaged items.
Since University insurance
does not cover student propeny
damage, the student's homeowner
's insurance is responsible. All
students filed a damaged items
report upon discovery of the accident The University is working
on a compensation plan for those
students without homeowner's insurance. Presently, no figure is
available as to the extent of the
damages.
Although the students affected
were upset at"ut the flood, most
accepted the situation well.
"As a student, I realize these
things happen. You just have to
keep things in a proper perspective and have a good sense of
humor," said senior Mike
Schilling, whose room suffered
considerable damage.

Additional deaths afflict campus
By Alice Carle
Asst. News Editor

•

JohnCarroliUniversityhasex'
perienced the deaths of four
members of its community in the
last two months.
On December 6, Reverend
Edmund F. Miller, S.J., Rector of
the Jesuit Community at Carroll,
died of a heart attack. Eugene
Mittinger,aformer Carroll registrar, died of pneumonia on DeSpittler, SJ., Rev. Peter Fennessy SJ., and Rev. William
cember30.
Nichols SJ. celebrate a memorial mass for Dr. John Carr
Dana Harris, a freshman here
in
Francis
19.
also died of pneumonia complicated by sickle-cell anemia on one of Miller's good friends for D'. His intended major was marJanuary 3, and a heart attack many years, Rev. Michael J. Lav- keting and communications and
claimed the life of Dr. John Car- ell S.J.• JCU president. "He was a had ambitions to become an offirabine, professor ofchemistry and stickler for detail and would do cerinthearmedforces. Thisyear's
department chairman on January anything for you. I have never dance-a-thon will be in his honor
and a wing at the Rainbow Babies
been more sad in my life."
11.
Mittinger joined the Carroll and Children's Hospital is to be
Miller was ordained to the
priesthood in 1957. He taught at faculty in 1928 and taught math- named for him.
Carrabine earned his bachelor's
Xavier University, St. Ignatius maries and, occasionally, English.
and
master's degree from John
JCU
regIn
1938,
he
became
the
high school in Chicago and
Carroll
and a doctorate from Case
istrar
and
continued
to
teach
until
Colombiere College. In 1968, he
Western
Reserve. He joined the
heretiredin
1966.
Two
yearsago,
became a member of the faculty at
faculty
in
1966 and became the
the
mathmatics
department
the University of Detroit and was
chairman
of
the chemistry departawarded
him
a
John
Carroll
cenappointed Rector of the Jesuit
ment
in
1971.
He chaired the
tennial
medal.
Community there. He was ashearing
board
and
was moderator
Harris
graduated
from
Shaw
signed to Carroll in 1986 and
of
the
scientific
honor
society,
High
School
in
Cleveland
in
June
served both as Rector and as a
Lambda
Alpha
Tau.
He
also
be1989
as
an
honor
student
He
faculty member in the Classical
longed
to
the
Edmund
B.
Thomas
entered
Carroll
in
August
1989
and Modem Languages Departand became involved at WUJC scholarship committee and the
ment
"He was a lovely man," said 88.7 FM as the disc jocky 'Dana University Planning Committee.

Students enjoy the new dining facilities in the recent addition
·pboci> by M....Uu s-ly

Cafeteria earns applause
By Barbara Roche
Staff Reporter

As the student body returned to
John Carroll for the second semester, they were welcomed by a
new cafeteria Well-lit. spacious
and less crowded, it has been an
overall success with the students.
Most students were pleased
with the addition to the cafeteria,
com men ling that it is less crowded
and more convenient The new
cafeteria has alleviated most of
the congestion in the dining area
making it easier to find a table.
"It has a nicer atmosphere and
it's a better place to cat," said
freshman Gretchen Hcutschc.
Two of the best-liked features
are the expansion of salad bars

Experience
the Beauty,

and yogun machine.
"The expansion was long over
due," said junior Liz Ament "I
like the way they have the salad
bars set up."
"The new cafeteria is bright
and cheerful and the way they set
up the salad bars is fabulous,"
agreed sophomore Kelly Connors.
"It has turned out as expected,"
said Dr. Lavin, Vice-President of
Student Affairs. "I think there has
been a good deal of contentment
with it"
Others are not as pleased, noting its disorganization and inefficiency.
"1\isunorganll..cd.lbcrcseem<

to be a lot of wasted space and it
could be run more efficiently,"
said junior Patti Otremsky.

~ar-Round

You can experien~e the beauty of the Canyon year·round as an
employee with GRANO CANYON NATIONAL PARK LODGES
We have openmgs throughout the year tor bOth expenenced
workers and those beg1nnmg their careers. Wages range from
$3.85 to $8.00 per hour. (Overt1me is paid alter 8 hours in a day
or 40 hours in a week at lime and one-half )
You must be at least 19 to apply, have a professional appearance
and a people-oriented attitude. Dormitory style hous1ng is located
within the Park and housmg charges of $16 weekly Will be
deducted from your wages. Couples are welcome, but housmg
is not available for children. (Sorry, no pets .allowed.) Meals are
available at reduced rates.
lmtial work agreements are written for
periods from 3 months to 6 months with
bonuses up to SSOO for completion of
agreement. Early arrivals may extend
their agreements to a max1mum 7 month
agreement for a $700 bOnus.
To'-n m-llbout-~.etop
In few • penoMIIIMI'vt.w,
IIOMfltM:

ne pt*M...,..

Interviews
Wednesdl!y, J•nu•ry 31, 1990
9AM-5PM

Sheraton Hopkins Airport Hotel
5300 Rlveralde Drive
Cleveland, OH

GRAND CANYON
Nation•! Pllf't( Lodges
Peraonnel Dept.
P.O. Box 699
Grand Canyon, AZ 86023
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

•
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The New
Wolf ancfTot

HOURS:Sun.-Thurs.--Activities begin at 7p.m.
Fri.-Sat.--Entertainment begins at Sp.m.
Opens daily at noon

Daily Schedule
Monday: Movie Madness
Tuesday: Nintendo night (on the big
,.""'
screen)
u.w.r-;~·,)~ .
0~<1' -~ Jr··
,~ednesday: Games Galo~ .,J ~p1; if" -.
?Thursday: Nintendo nigl;it1l. ';&iri!i.... ·'·.,
Fri-Sat: The comedy-varietylCeleb~ ·
rity club
Sunday: Grab Bag Game Night

Look for: The monthly calepdar of
the celebrity club entertainers and
other special events~

FAMILY
FEUD
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Welcome back week succeeds ;siu&eril\dsie•i
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Free entertainment, movies attract crowds

by John Demsher
Staff Reporter

r

-\r

One of the fliSt things you
should have found under your door
upon your return to John Carroll
afterChristmasbreakwasaschedule of events for Welcome Back
Week. If you neglected this elongated form, or even pitched it in
the trash along with your stale left
over food, you have only yourself
to blame for any onslaught of
boredom that you suffered this
past week. This semester's Welcome Back Week was extremely
successful.
Tostart,thisyear'sevents were
well publicized. There was a
schedule of events ready for you
as soon as you arrived from Christmas break. This was a key to the
success of the event according to
Heckman. But, this took a lot of
hard work from Heckman's staff,
especially Suzanne Caryl, and the
Student Union. The end result
was a Welcome Back Week in
progress upon arrival to campus.
Nextyear,Heckmanhopes, Welcome Back Weeks can be "ready
to go" when the studentS arrive
.bade from break.
Now that you can't use the
excuse "I didn't know about it,"
you may blame the events themselves as a reason for your absence at Welcome Back Week.
Wrong-thisyear,theactswere~

give "Baunan" the thumbs down,
the masked man aired on Friday
and Sunday in the theatrical Kulas
Auditorium, and according to
Heckman, attendance was great.
Forthosewhodesiresomelive
action, the performers this year
were not only professional, but
the same artists who perform for
your buddies at the bigger, shall
we say, "party" schools. That's
right, a while back Lisa Heckman
and staff were at the N.A.C.A.
Great Lakes Regional Conference
previewing the performers with
schools such as Michigan State,
Ohio State, and Slippery Rock.
Apparently, what's good enough
for them is fine for the large
number ofstudents, parents, Saga
employees, and even Father Salmi
who caught the live acts. Heckman felt that the performers were
successful, and the attendance at
all events proved it.
Perhaps the best received act
was a comedian named Spanky.
This somewhat risky joker had the
crowded atrium laughing outloud,
even when he poked fun at them.
ItwastobeexpectedforSpank.yis
a Star Search Finalist and the
winner of the Texas Laugh Off.
The Carroll students got to catch a
glimpse of a rising star live on
their home court. Well, if you're
now sad because you missed
Spank.y, you can still catch his act
on HBO's "Evening at the Im-

rious.
For instance, instead of classic
flicks dealing with the party mentality of our favorite flunk-outs
("Animal House"), the movies
shown during Welcome Back
Week were recent box-office
smashes such as "Rain Man" and
"Batman." Much to the demise of
the Siskel and Ebert imitators who
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c lub called RumRunners. Of
course, there was the customary
countdown to graduation pany for
the senior class in the rat, even
though some seniors aren't sure
when or if they will ever graduate.
Finally, the best reason to take
notice of the events taking place
during Welcome Back Week is
that all the acts, except for RumRunners, were FREE! If all this
doesn't excite you, you better
check your heart beat, because
you may be dead. Hats off to Lisa
Heckman, her staff, and the Student Union for not only an extremely successful Welcome Back
Week '90, but for an upcoming
spring Fest '90 that is promised to
be spectacular.

There will~tmeeSpnngbreikdestinationsthb}'car.

z,

You

can chOOse from:

Freeport. Bahama$; $524.00 (hotel on beach) or $474.00 ~
(hotel downtown).
Daytona Beach;Ftorida; $239.00 (by bus) or $139.00 (own
transport) or $439.00 (air)
Panama <;ity Beacb.}1orida; $249.00 (by bus) or$159 (own
tratlsport}<.lt"$419.0() (air)
,.
Tbe trip is from~ 3rd to March llth.
All trips include eight day~ and seven nights hotel ~tay. rou!Jd
trip air or ground transportation. J'OUJ'Id trip airport transfers, all
tax.~ and gmtuitie~ a welcoming party, daUy poolside parties,
~.and d,isooontcards.,

.·.;
Tbere:.will be a mancJit,ory spring brtak mettittg in the
Jardine Room on Monday/January 29 at 6:30p.m.. Deposit&
of$100.00 will be collected at tbe meeting on January~ at

6:30 p.m. to se(Ufe. your reservation.
, ·
For furth& details contaet Jaroie Lyooh at 397-4230 or T()m
Hansel at 31lz9U6:
-',•f
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Recreation lounge opens
agenda is arranged to give students different activities to participate in.
The Wolf -n- Pot will be open
daily at twelve noon. Sunday is
grab bag night and students may
do whatever they desire. Once a
month on Sunday , \here wil\ be a
sundae bar where students can
make their own sundaes.
Monday is movie madness
night Two movies with a common theme will be shown on this
night
Tuesday is Nintendo night.
Wednesday is Games Galore
night. Also on Wednesday nights,
once a month, from 7 to 8 p.m.,
speakers will discuss topics like

by Jennifer Malvar
Staff Reporter

Something new is coming to
the Wolf -n- Pot! According to
Lisa Heckman, Director of Student Activities, the Wolf -n- Pot
will have scheduled eventS seven
days a week and once a month,
special eventS will be held. A
Nintendo game set. twelve bean
bags and movies havebeen bought
to create this entertainment center. According to Heckman, "We
purchased every board game you
can
imagine."
prov."
The
Wolf -n- Pot is still open
So now what is yourexcusefor
but
the
Grand
Opening will be on
not being entertained by Welcome
Monday,January29.
Theweekly
Back Week Spring '90? Don't tell
me your still sulking over the issue of a "dry" campus, because
Welcome Back Week Spring '90
gave you a chance to imbibe alcohol and boogie down while soaking up the scenic Flats area in a

relationships, conflicts, etc.
Thursday is Nintendo night and
once a month, there will be Nintendo competitions.
Friday is"participation night".
The activities, which will include
a school scavanger hunt, work to
get students involved in \he t:un .
Saturday is comedy and variety celebrity club night On this
night, different magicians and
comedianswillcome toentertain.
Heckman hopes to convert the
Wolf -n- Pot into a place where
students can go to relax and have
a good time.
Students should note that once
a month special events begin at
seven.

transfers, 7 nights hotel,
'-mo_rn_ing_s_.
_39_7_-_21_0_8_.
t
cruise beach parties, free
BUSINESS
lunch, free admissions,
KNOW A GIRL, A GIRL
hotel taxes & more. OrganMASONRY BRICK &
NAMED CRASH.
ize small group earn~
STONE WORK- Steps,
'------------t IBlf. For more informaWindow Wells, Tuck PointSLIGHTLY BRUISED AUDI
tion call toll free (800) 344AND DENTED HONDA FOR
ing, Plaster, Shrubs Pruned.
8360 or in Ct. (800) 522461-5174.
SALE. CALL CRASH.
6286 .

1-----------i

A«Nl4Y THRlJ THURSDAYI/UY ONE lARGE 4 fT'EM PrZZ4
4 GET ONE SIMLL Pr.AIN PrZZ4 RU:E

'.

Sp«iiiJty Sudwit:bt:s

BBQ Ribs

Sauil - Mtxfium - l.:lrtF - Sbt:et Piz:zrls
Also A vaiJMJit: by tbt: S1io:
.......

Sa-* I r -

lll!lla. & WQfB AVAILABLB

OPEH

~ILL

3:00 &.M- FOR LA~E STUDY SHACXS
4:00 &_M. FBI- 5 SAT-

Wanted: Female roommate
to share apartment in Shaker.
656-3162.
~----------t
Weekend Part - time work.
Your hours $4.00 per hour.
Friday thru Sunday 6:00p.m.
Apply at Brandywine Ski
Center 114& West Highland
Rd. Northfield.

l------------1
Caring, capable person to
help family (walking distance) with house cleaning.
About 4-5 hrsJ week. Call

The Admissions office is
looking for office volunteers
to help with open house,
over-nights and special
functions. If interested there
will be a sign-up in the Atrium
on Friday, January 26
between 11 and 1. If unable
to sign up at that time please
leave note for Maureen Reali
in the Admissions office.

'------------1
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEXICO,
From $299.00. R.T. air, R.T.

Best Eundralsers On
Campus! Is your fraternity,
sorority or club interested in
earning $1,000.00 + for a
one-week, on-campus
marketing project? You
must be well-organized and
hard working. Call Val or
Myra at (800) 592-2121.
Musicians needed TO
STARTRIGHTAWAYto
form band - only dedicated
ones need apply. Ask for
Byrdie: 475-8829 or 6560180.

p~~s·l

11 FE'AlliRtrsrv..
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Do you think the tuition increase is
justified?

Mom Ylway !From Mom.
Coping with the post holiday blues

-ttyes, because

of the new dorms
aod the cafeteria its
worth it.u

Brian Delap
Sophomore

•):

.."

<";')!.

~·(Ising

i~~r every ,~
otbei-week.~
P~bfo Ramira
Sopbmor~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Thanksgiving day sets the
mood. The excJtementandanticipation of the holidays begins to
build. The semester is coming to
an end and students are cramming
for exams.
The holiday season comes and
goes bringing in a new semester of
studies and homework.
The changes students go
through from the family setting
back into the school seuing can be
fun and depressing at the same
time.
Post Holiday Depression can
happen to anyone. Students may
have experienced it, or areexperiencingitnow. Thedepressioncan
becaused by many different things
such as thoughts of past holidays
or even the expectations of the
holidays to come.
Many people tend to view the

• • • • by Sarah Stehle • • • •
holiday season as the most romantic and exciting time of the year-a time where family and friends
gather and celebrate the holidays.
In fact, Christmas and the holidays can really be a let down.
The media promotes the holiday fantasies where reality paints
an entirely different picture; one
that may not live up to expectations and cause one to become depressed.
If students have been finding
themselves depressed, lately, there
are many different ways that they
can cope with this depression.
The easiest way to cope with
depression is to get involved. Find
an interest and pursue it. John
Carroll offers a vast array ofclubs
and organizations that one could
join.
By geuing involved in some-

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
thing other than schoolwork, one
wtll stay busy and concentrat~ on
other things.
If one finds that getting involved isn't the solution, another
alternative is to talk to someone.
John Carroll has a counseling
center open to all students who
may need to talk.
With each new year comes another holiday season. If one finds
that every year depression reoccurs around the holiday season,
there are ways to prevent it
First, do not make the holiday
season into something big, year
after year. It'seasieron the person
not to expect fantasy.
Secondly, get outside. The
winter months can become drab
and drear and being cooped up
inside tends to make people anxious so they get "cabin fever."

;t:P

"No~

I can•t
2ffo.rd itt"

·Tyann Bowman
Sophamore

"For $UCh a rme.
institution peri(J(tic
in~ in tuitioo
are necessitated."
Brian Keenan
Sophomore

"Flashback to the '60s" Trivia Quiz
Chris Clegg
Graduate Student

1. What was the name of Robert Kennedy's
4. At what hospital did Dr. Rene Favaloro
assassin?
develop the coronary by pass operation?
2. What medical procedure put John Hopkins
5. Who was the model who set the trend for
skinny bodies?
University Hospital, MD, in the news?
3. What did the moderators at Woodstock warn
6. What Ohio governor sent the National Guard
the crowd to avoid?
to Kent State University?
Be one of the first 10 people to bring the correct answers to these questions to the
Carroll News office, and you will win a prize, compliments of Paramount Pictures.
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Movie Preview:

Hopper and Sutherland span generations
by Phil Budnick, Asst. Entertainment Ecitor

'
-.k

"1 think there's going to be another counter-culture
revolution in the next few years," says screenwriter David
Loughery. "What we saw in the '80s was a rebellion
against the '60s, but the late '80s were very conservative,
much like the early '60s"
"Flashback" is a movie set at the end of the '80s that
looks towards the '60s. The movie stars Dennis Hopper,
Kiefer Sutherland and Cleveland native, Carol Kane.
"Flashback" deals with the culture phenomenon of the
'60s, Loughery thinks will happen again in the late '90s.
HopperplaysHueyWal.ker,a'60sradicalfugitive, who
after hiding for 20 years is finally arrested. Sutherland
plays John Buckner, an F.BJ.agentassignedtomakesure
Walker shows up in court. Maggie, played by Kane, is an

aging "flower child" who, while living in a commune,
greatly influences both Walker and Buckner. Kane descnl>esherroleas, "a passionate woman with a tremendous
spirit and commitment to life."
Rome,ltalynative,FrancoAmurrimakeshisAmerican
debut directing "Flashback.'' Amurri says, 'The story
excited me; I have always dreamed of making a movie that
deals with the cultural phenomenon of the '60s."
"Flashback" is more than loolting at the paisley and
"flower children" of the '60s. Sutherland says it is a
passionate ftlm about a character who "accepts who he is
and learns not to be afraid to come to terms with the past."
Screenwriter Loughery hasbroughtmanypastdecades
to the screen before in the movies, "Lenny," 'The Rose,"
and the critically acC.Jilimed, "Patty Hearst." "Flashback"
as in past Loughery screenplays will bring the emotion of

-------.

the time period to the screen. "Flashback" is an actioncomedy film. It will be interesting to see if director,
Amurri, can mix the action-comedy with the passion and
aura of the '60s on the screen. The ftlm opens Feb. 2.

by Joe~~~~es th!~~~JP.ro~!~.r!l~c2!!i.!.~~...Eer~vtt~ 2~~~!¥.:, ..

_ _ _..__ _..........__ _ _
, _ __..._____
Thousands of articles, books, journals, and films have
had Vietnam as their main pointofdiscussion. From miniseries to TlDle-Life anthologies, one event in history, the
Vietnam war, is captured in Oliver Stone's new picture,
"Born on the Fourth of July."
What distinguishes this movie is its dualism of stark
reality with a relevance to the present. The film is based
on the true-life story of Ron Kovic, a young American
soldier who goes to Vietnam to fight the right crusade.
The graphic depiction of the casualties of war is disturbing. At times, you feel like you need a shower after a
scene. But Stone's vision of a veteran coming home fuels
the audience for an explosive tum-around.

well. Forget the imbecility of"Cocktail." In this film he is
a live, genuine human being who masters one of acting's
more difficult challenges: playing a person who ages
throughout the film. Cruise also shows rare form in his
display of the pain, fear, and frustration so closely bound
to the Vietnam wound.
Reality is the quintessential factor in this movie. Imagine a rat- infested area where human waste and vomit are the
scents of the day and you begin to envision the military
hospital situation for wounded soldiers. "Pathetic" and
"heart wrenching" are words that come to mind when the
condition of military hospitals is revealed.
While the movie is not an entertaining experience, it is
a necessary one. Perhaps no other movie created traps the

"Born o•

the Fourth of July." Neither a liberal nor a conservative
bend appears in this movie. Reality prevails. And if we
are a people seelcing truth, is it not necessary to see this
part of our nation's history as it actually occurred? If
you're looking for reality, see this film.
Severalkeyquestionswereraised: Whywerewethere
in the fJtSt place? Why did we only half-heartedly support
our soldiers? And most importantly, what did all the pain,
suffering, and death really mean?
Where July 4th usually connotes ftrework:s for entertainment, this title suggests fueworks of a more lethal
kind. The movie has as its hero, a man who lost more than
his legs for his convictions- he lost his innocence.
War is hell. But Vietnam is worse.

R E S ERVE 0 F F I C E B 5 T R A I N I NG C 0
4

PS

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
U you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for a three-year or
two-year scholarship. From Army ROTC.
Anny ROTC scholarships pay tuition.
most boob and fees, ptus SlOO per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credentials
impressive to future employers.

i

ARMY ROTC
THE SMUTEST COIJ.EGE
COURSE YOU CU TAlE.
FIND OUT MORE. CONTACT THE MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
ABOVE THE BOOKSTORE, OR CALL 397-4421.
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French student searches for American experience at Carroll
Behri hopes to share French culture while learning American way of life
by Margie Daniels, Profiles Editor
When returning to John Carroll University for the spring semester, most students

are not surprised when fl.realarrnsare pulled
or when beer cans litter the Dolan lawn at
sunrise on Saturday morning. Dominique
Behri was.
A native of Leimbach, a small village in
East France twenty minutes from the German border, Behri comes to the United
States for the first Lime along with four
other French students.
Laurent Pourthier, Sylvain Perdreau
and Laurence Barbe are also attempting to
adjust to campus life and the American way
ofUving.
Twenty-two years old and second oldest
of three children, Behri speaks English incredibly well and is eager to make a temporary home for herself at John Carroll.
Upon arriving at Hopkins International
Airport, on Jan. 11, it became apparent
how different! ifein the United States would
be. Behri smiles as she recalls her ftrst moments in America
"The man at the airport gate laughed and
asked us why we chose Cleveland," said

Behri. "Most talk about New York and Los
Angeles when speaking of the United
States."
Whether or not the French saw living in
Cleveland as tdeal, Behri, a management
major, knew when she was sixteen years
old that she wanted to spend time studying
in America
"I took courses in Paris which led me to
a program (of study abroad) that John Carroll accepted." said Behri.

"The drinking age in France is eighteen,
so people become used to drinking alcohol
at a young age," said Behri. "And in France
very few girls drink beer. n
When asked what she missed most about
home, Behri remarked that she was not
very homesick.
"I do miss the food; especially the bread
and the cheese. I also miss the mountains,
it'sveryflatherc. Well, my fami ly too. It's
all pan of the game," said Behri.
Although American living is different,
French education is very similar. After
graduating from high school you can
enroll either in a two-year state school or
a university for two to six years.

After this semester, Behri hopes to flnd
ajobatalocal finn to gain experience in her
fleld of study and to further her" American
experience."
As today marks the first full week of
Behri's semester long visit to John Carroll,
she continues to adjust to two different
cultures: the American culture and JCU's.
''The universities (in France) are very
different. Only the huge universities have
dorms, and parties only happen on weekends," said Behri. "Thecampus(in France)
is very quiet during the week."
Behri made a realization during her ftrSt
week that proved the simple things taken
for granted can be of the utmost importance
to others.

Dominique Behri

"In France university cafeterias all there
is to drink is water. Here (at Carroll) the
water is the most difflcult thing to flnd. "
said Behri.
Another surprise for Behri is the drinking habits of Americans.

At this point you could obtain a master's
degree and then earn a doctorate.
While Behri and her friends spend some
time in the United States, they hope that the
people they encounter will learn from them
as much as they do from Americans.
"People asked me if France had airplanes and if there was electricity in the
streets." said Behri. "I laughed. We'vegot
a lot to share, we as French people and you
as Americans."

WE WANT YOU
To pick up an application for an RA
position for the Academic year
1990-1991
Applications are available in the Office of Residence Life and
are due FEBRUARY 1 at 5 p.m.
)

All interested should plan on attending a discussion
of the selection process to be held on January 29 at 10
p.m. in the Jardine Room.
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Lady Streaks only a 'step away' from contending in OAC
and we're having to substitute
which makes a lot of difference,"
Staff Reporter
said head coach Kevin Nunley.
In many ways the John Carroll "Butwe'redealingwilh Lhechange
women's basketball team is not positively and I like what I've
the same team it was at the begin- seen from the kids who've had to
ning of the year. The team's step in."
As far as not expecting to place
strengths and weaknesses have
changed and so have its expecta- in the top three in the OAC Nuntions. Nolongerdoesa5-12team, ley said that the Blue Streaks are
now in sixth place, expect to fin- not giving up on this year because
ish in the top three teams in the it's far from over.
"Westillhaveagoodchanceto
Ohio Athletic Conference, or does
make some noise in the tournait?
"If we win the next two games, ment," said Nunley. "We're a
we're right back on top," said dangerous team because we always play tough and are willing to
freshmen Becky Janosek.
While shooting is still one of give it our all in every game."
So maybe not as much has
the team's strengths, its experience level has dropped signifi- changed as first seems apparent.
cantly with the loss ofsenior gaurd This team still has the desire and
tools to win. One thing the Blue
Julie Cairelli.
"Sure, we'renotasexperienced Streaks have not lost is the depth

by Julie Evans

.J

I

Men cagers struggle
through OAC season
By David Caldwefl
Assistant Sports Ecltor
John Carroll's men's basketball team's inagural season in the
Ohio Athletic Conference has
become largely a season of frustration. Tile Blue Streaks are
currently mired in a slump that has
seen them lose six of their last
seven games, dropping their record to 5-12 overall.
In addition to competing in the
perenially tough OAC, the young
Streaks have been hit with key
injuries and a resulting lack of
consistency and chemistry. A
thumb injury to sophomore forward Mike Toth, the team's second-leading scorer and rebounder, proved particularly damaging to JCU. Toth returned to action forthefirsttimein three weeks
last Saturday in a 65-56 loss to
Capital, helping theS treaks inside
game with 14 points and 11 rebounds.
JCU's recent struggles, coupled
with injuries, has left head coach
Tim Baab searching for the right
player combinations.
"The lack of a consistent, set
line-up has definately hurt us,"
Baab said. "All the pieces just
haven't fallen into place yet."
One bright spot in the Streaks
revolving-door line-up has been
the insertion ofjunior Sean Keane
into the ·starting five. Keane's
tough defensive play has a pleasant surprise for the Streaks.
Their recent losses notwithstanding, the Streaks have played
more aggressively of late. Baab
points to a disappointing loss to
Case Western Reserve in late December as a turning point for his
young squad.

"Since the loss to Case the guys
have changed their intensity level,"
Baab said, "we've played much
harder since then. I think our
players now realize the kind of
effort it takes to win in this league."
Offensively, sophomores Man
Zappitelli and Andy Suttell continue to lead the Streaks' attack.
Zappitelli is third in the league in
scoring with a 18.5 average and
Suuell is sixth at 15.5. With eight
conference games remaining,
including Saturday's 7:30 p.m.
clash with Baldwin-Wallace at
Carroll Gym, Zappitelli remains
confident.
"No one on this team has given
up," Zappitelli said. "We're still
shooting for the conference tournament."
Although the Streaks are tied
with Marietta for last in the conference, they have not been dominated by OAC opponents. Key
mistakes down the stretch ofclose
gameshavecosttheStreaksdearly
in league contests.
"In so many close games this
year we've let the momentum
swing away from us at the wrong
time." Baab said.
The Streaks still have seven
conference games remaining in
which to improve their conference standing.
With only one victory in their
frrstten Ohio Athletic Conference
contests, thoughts of contending
for the league championship might
seem unrealistic for the Blue
Streaks. But the season-ending
OAC tournament gives hope to
Baab and his team.
"We're playing harder every
timeout, and our goal for theOAC
tournament is still the same," he
said.

fromthebench. TheBlueStreaks
still possess the luxury of having
ten to eleven people on the bench
who can and do come in and play
at any time.
Although ball handling andrebounding have improved, these
weaknesses still plague the Blue
Streaks. However, the team
members believe that the Blue
Streaks are playing better basketball than they did earlier this year
and attribute recent losses in close
games to mental lapses.
For example, last Saturday
Capital handed the Blue Streaks
an 87-63 loss.
"We've been struggling and
have only been about one halfstep
away so many times," said freshman ElaineWeaver. "I really think
we're a good team but our mental
lapses really hurt us."

Nunley echoed Weaver's sentiments specifically regarding the
game versus Capital.
"Mentally wedidn'tgo to play
on Saturday against Capital," he
said. "We weren't in Columbus.
I don't know where we were, but
we weren't there."
The Blue Streaks hoped to use
Tuesday's game versus Muskingum to try to solve some of their
mental lapses. Before the game
Nunley stressed that it would be
important for the Blue Streaks to
recognize Muskingurn's three or
four different trapping presses and
play better defense because
Muskingurn has very good outside shooters.
On Tuesday, the Lady Streaks
were paced by freshman Beth
Arrowsmith's 20 points. But the
Blue Streaks were unable to hold

off the Muskingum shooters and
made a few mental mistakes in
passing and shot selection down
the stretch as the Muskies won 8473.
The Blue Streaks cannot wait
to challenge Capital to a rematch
tonight The game, scheduled for
7:30p.m., is a make-up game that
could not come at a better time for
the Blue Streaks.
"We're more up for the game
against Capital because we know
we really didn't play our best on
Saturday and we want to show
that we can play well enough to
beat them," said Freshman Beth
Arrowsmith.
After the Blue Streak's two
weeknight games against Muskingum and Capital they must also
travel to Baldwin-Wallace on
Saturday at 2 p.m.

John Carroll men and women swim
teams riding wave of victories
meter freestyle and 200 meter
backstroke
to pace the Streaks
John Carroll's women's swim
against
Grove
City. JCU won
team continued to shinelast weeknine
of
eleven
events
in recording
end as it swept a pair of meets
a
140-69
victory.
from Duquesne and Grove City.
On Saturday, senior Kim
The men also performed well by
defeating Duquesne while losing MacDougall won the 200 meter
breastsuolce and the 500 meacr
to Grove City.
Last Friday, freshman Julie freestyle as the Lady Streaks
Bork won both the women's 200 dumped Duquesne 63-48.

Junior Jeff LaCamera starred
for the men as he won l.he50 meter
freestyle race in both meets.
LaCamera also contributed in the
400 meter relay victory against
Grove City on Friday.
The men lost to Grove City
137-105 Friday, but rebounded
against Duquesne, 88-25.
--MiUSt~in

GLEMBY
PERMWAVE
PACKAGE,
ONLY S35

Give tired. winter hair a boost with
a fabulous new permanent wove.
Package includes:
• Permanent Wave
•Conditioning Treatment
•Haircut
•Style
Also available, full line of Glemby
Fitness System hair core products.
Solecled slyhhorlv Nol vo!tdwtlholt>e<olfen<><lll
S<lpef Sove< solons Exc-.cles 08"(109• peoms Otle< end>
We<:lneiOOY ~y JIIQQO

University Heights
Call 382-6000, ext. 2511.
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John Carroll grapplers continue to dominate
by Chris Wenzler
Staff Reporter

The John Carroll wrestling
team served notice to the rest of

the Ohio Athletic Conference, and
the message was loud and clear.
The Blue Streaks won all six
matchestocapturetheirflrstOAC
dual meet championship, held last
Saturday at Baldwin-Wallace.
''I'm happy to be at the top
right now," said head coach Kerry
Volkmann, "but we all know that
the more important matches are
down the road."
The Streaks so thoroughly
dominated the event that its average margin of victory was 34
points, including a convincing 316 shelling of nationally ranked
Mt. Union.
Senior JoeSchmidt(at 167 and
177 pounds),juniors Ben Fielding
(150),ScottHivnor(l42),andStan
Rhodes (142), sophomore Dan
Single(Hvy.),andfreshmanWalt
Karrenbauer (126) all completed
the weekend undefeated.
"Itgivesusagoodfeelingtobe
able to wrestle so many of our
guysandtohavesomanydowell,"
said Volkmann. "Itgivesusagood

indication as to the talent of our from tyingandfourfrom breaking and breaking Ed Floyd's career home fans," said Volkmann.
second team. We've wrestled 11 Tom Bennett's school record in pins record.
Schmidt, with a 23-2 record
"I'd love for him to be able to this season, has 108 career victoduals within a period of 11 days, career victories. He also is sepaso it helps to be confl.dent in our ,_.;.rated.:.;.;;.;:..;b~y-the~sam-e_m_arg_.:;:.in_d_or_tyt~·n.;;;.g_ll_·e_o_r_b_reak_a_r_ec_o_r_d_in_fr_o_n_to_f_th_e__ri_es_an_d_3_3_c_ar_ee_r..;p_in_s_.- - - ,
depth so we could rest a starter."
Despite all the tests this team
has faced, the starters are not
For some reason, th~ year's Super Bowl hasn't been surrounded by as much hype as in previous years.
showing the wear and tear one Perhaps that~ because almost every living being thinks the San Francisco 49ers can Qeat the Denver
might expect, as not one of them Broncos even ifthe49ers wore their helmets backwards. TheBroncosrecentSuper Bowl history, blowout
has a losing record. In fact, seven losses in 1987 and 1988 make even their own fans sad to see them make it, as it seems they will only lose
of the reserves can boast of the again. Will the 49ers win their fourth Super Bowl and stake their claim to destiny? Here are what some
same achievement
JCU celebrities and The Carroll News sports staff say:
The Streaks will continue to be
tested as the likes of Notre Dame, DAVID CALDWELL, assistant sports editor: San Francisco 35 Denve.r23 ...As scores ofBrowns fans
Boston College and Seton Hall pretend not to care.
come calling this Saturday when TONY DeCARLO, JCU athletic diredor alld bead football coach; San Francisco 27 Denver 7.. Joe
John Carroll hosts the National Montana is superior to anything in the league. San Francisco is solid across the board.
Catholic Invitational Tournament. JULIE EVANS, staff reporter: Denver 33 San Francisco 28 ...JOOnElway always comes up with the big
Also expected to compete are play in tbe end.
teams from Manhattan, Marquette, KEVIN KRUEGER, staff reporter: SanFrancisco 31 Denver23 .••San Francisco hasn't even shown all
Siena Heights, Dayton, and La- its weapons yet, such as a deep threat, but Elway will keep it from beins a blowouL
Salle.
MICHAEL NEWMAN, staffreporter: San Francisco 38 Denver27•..SanFrancisco is just too perfect
"This is an extremely competi- for ·Denver to beat.
tive fleld, with most of the teams REV.RICHIESALMI,S.J.: SanFrancisco37 Denver14..Jftbere'saGod,Elwaywilllosefourteeth.
based in Division I," said Volk- MIKE STEIN, sports editor: San FranciSco 31 Denver 17..Joe knows football.
mann. "But I think the Division I
mystique no longer affects the And a special Bud Bowl n prediction from Harry Gauiman:
.
team. We competed and did well
The real attraction is the Bud Bowl. Sure, San Fran's going to destroy .Denver. but does anyone have
in both the Ohio Open and the anyideaaboutthettnegame,Budweiservs~BudLight?O.K..Bud'sthelcingofbeers(atleastinmyhouse),
Sunshine Open."
but is that enough to~ them? Last year Bud bad to squeak by on a last second field goal (I still contend
One of the individual highlights it bounced out). But this year, Bud Light's got Budway Joe, who has ~teed a victory. That's why
of the tournament centers around I'm giving this one to Bud Light, 28-27. on a last second ~·hail bud" pass from JOe to Paul Budfield.
ScrurudtHe~three~ctoriesawayL-.....--------------------------------------------------------------~

John Carroll predicts Super Bowl XXIV

-

The Super Dome

Super Bowl XXI\/

Party
COME AND ENJOY THE GAME ON THE
LARGE SCREEN T.V.'S IN THE WOLF AND
POT AND CAFETERIA.!!!
The fun begins at 4 p.m. on Sunday

Sponsored by Student Activities and Marriott

